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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, August-2015 
MOBILE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
             
1. A ------- is front-end software that contains the logic to handle a sizable amount of data processing for the 

system.           [ ] 
a) thick client     b) thin client     c) both  a & b d) none 
 

2. The CLDC is designed for --------- bit small computing devices.    [ ] 
a) 16-bit       b) 32-bit    c)  both  a &b  d) none 
 

3. How many J2ME profile are there.        [ ] 
a) 4     b) 5    c) 6        d) 7 
 

4. Which is necessary to run Mobile Information Device      [ ] 
 a) 128 kilobytes (KB) of nonvolatile memory  b) 128 kilobytes (KB) of  volatile memory 

c)  32KB of volatile memory    d) 32KB of nonvolatile memory 
  

5. Which MIDP class is used to store data in small computing devices?   [ ] 
a) RecordComparator                b) RecordFilter        c) RecordStore      d) none  
 

6. The RMI profile is meant to be used with       [ ] 
a) CLDC and MIDP      b) CDC and Foundation    c) Both A and B    d) none 
 

7. Which one of the following methods of the MIDlet abstract class must be implemented by a midlet    
             [ ] 

a) initApp, statApp     b) startApp, destroyApp 
c)  startApp,pauseApp, destroyApp  d) initApp,startApp,pauseApp, destroyApp 
 

8. A Midlet  is a java class that extends the abstract class      [ ] 
a) Javax.microsedtion.MIDlet       b) Javax.microsedtion.midlet      
c)  Javax.microsedtion.midlet.MIDlet d)  Javax.microsedtion.midlet.midlet 
 

9. Which class would you use to write applications to access low-level input events   [ ] 
a) Display    b) Command   c) Screen  d) none 
 

10. ---- Class is used to display a message on to the screen      [ ] 
a) Form      b) item    c) Alert   d) ticker 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. A ……………………is front-end software that depends on back-end software for much of the system 

processing.  
 
12. CDC devices use a  ------------ bit architecture.  
 
13. The Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) is uses   ----------- Configuration.  
 
14. Acronym for  CLDC……………….. 
 
15. The PDA Profile is based on------------ 
 
16. In MIDP, the maximum length of a record store name is------------- 
 
17. ---------------- classes is used to create animated progress bar 
 
18. ------------- Method is used to set the date in DateField class.  
 
19. -------------- method is used to draw a line on the canvas 
 
20. A-----------is a rectangular piece of an image defined by two sets of coordinates. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
             
1. Which is necessary to run Mobile Information Device      [ ] 
 a) 128 kilobytes (KB) of nonvolatile memory  b) 128 kilobytes (KB) of  volatile memory 

c)  32KB of volatile memory    d) 32KB of nonvolatile memory 
  

2. Which MIDP class is used to store data in small computing devices?   [ ] 
a) RecordComparator                b) RecordFilter        c) RecordStore      d) none  
 

3. The RMI profile is meant to be used with       [ ] 
a) CLDC and MIDP      b) CDC and Foundation    c) Both A and B    d) none 
 

4. Which one of the following methods of the MIDlet abstract class must be implemented by a midlet    
             [ ] 

a) initApp, statApp     b) startApp, destroyApp 
c)  startApp,pauseApp, destroyApp  d) initApp,startApp,pauseApp, destroyApp 
 

5. A Midlet  is a java class that extends the abstract class      [ ] 
a) Javax.microsedtion.MIDlet       b) Javax.microsedtion.midlet      
c)  Javax.microsedtion.midlet.MIDlet d)  Javax.microsedtion.midlet.midlet 
 

6. Which class would you use to write applications to access low-level input events   [ ] 
a) Display    b) Command   c) Screen  d) none 
 

7. ---- Class is used to display a message on to the screen      [ ] 
a) Form      b) item    c) Alert   d) ticker 

 
8. A ------- is front-end software that contains the logic to handle a sizable amount of data processing for the 

system.           [ ] 
a) thick client     b) thin client     c) both  a & b d) none 
 

9. The CLDC is designed for --------- bit small computing devices.    [ ] 
a) 16-bit       b) 32-bit    c)  both  a &b  d) none 
 

10. How many J2ME profile are there.        [ ] 
a) 4     b) 5    c) 6        d) 7 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. Acronym for  CLDC……………….. 
 
12. The PDA Profile is based on------------ 
 
13. In MIDP, the maximum length of a record store name is------------- 
 
14. ---------------- classes is used to create animated progress bar 
 
15. ------------- Method is used to set the date in DateField class.  
 
16. -------------- method is used to draw a line on the canvas 
 
17. A-----------is a rectangular piece of an image defined by two sets of coordinates. 
 
18. A ……………………is front-end software that depends on back-end software for much of the system 

processing.  
 
19. CDC devices use a  ------------ bit architecture.  
 
20. The Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) is uses   ----------- Configuration.  
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
             
1. The RMI profile is meant to be used with       [ ] 

a) CLDC and MIDP      b) CDC and Foundation    c) Both A and B    d) none 
 

2. Which one of the following methods of the MIDlet abstract class must be implemented by a midlet    
             [ ] 

a) initApp, statApp     b) startApp, destroyApp 
c)  startApp,pauseApp, destroyApp  d) initApp,startApp,pauseApp, destroyApp 
 

3. A Midlet  is a java class that extends the abstract class      [ ] 
a) Javax.microsedtion.MIDlet       b) Javax.microsedtion.midlet      
c)  Javax.microsedtion.midlet.MIDlet d)  Javax.microsedtion.midlet.midlet 
 

4. Which class would you use to write applications to access low-level input events   [ ] 
a) Display    b) Command   c) Screen  d) none 
 

5. ---- Class is used to display a message on to the screen      [ ] 
a) Form      b) item    c) Alert   d) ticker 

 
6. A ------- is front-end software that contains the logic to handle a sizable amount of data processing for the 

system.           [ ] 
a) thick client     b) thin client     c) both  a & b d) none 
 

7. The CLDC is designed for --------- bit small computing devices.    [ ] 
a) 16-bit       b) 32-bit    c)  both  a &b  d) none 
 

8. How many J2ME profile are there.        [ ] 
a) 4     b) 5    c) 6        d) 7 
 

9. Which is necessary to run Mobile Information Device      [ ] 
 a) 128 kilobytes (KB) of nonvolatile memory  b) 128 kilobytes (KB) of  volatile memory 

c)  32KB of volatile memory    d) 32KB of nonvolatile memory 
  

10. Which MIDP class is used to store data in small computing devices?   [ ] 
a) ecordComparator                b) RecordFilter        c) RecordStore      d) none  
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. In MIDP, the maximum length of a record store name is------------- 
 
12. ---------------- classes is used to create animated progress bar 
 
13. ------------- Method is used to set the date in DateField class.  
 
14. -------------- method is used to draw a line on the canvas 
 
15. A-----------is a rectangular piece of an image defined by two sets of coordinates. 
 
16. A ……………………is front-end software that depends on back-end software for much of the system 

processing.  
 
17. CDC devices use a  ------------ bit architecture.  
 
18. The Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) is uses   ----------- Configuration.  
 
19. Acronym for  CLDC……………….. 
 
20. The PDA Profile is based on------------ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
             
1. A Midlet  is a java class that extends the abstract class      [ ] 

a) Javax.microsedtion.MIDlet       b) Javax.microsedtion.midlet      
c)  Javax.microsedtion.midlet.MIDlet d)  Javax.microsedtion.midlet.midlet 
 

2. Which class would you use to write applications to access low-level input events   [ ] 
a) Display    b) Command   c) Screen  d) none 
 

3. ---- Class is used to display a message on to the screen      [ ] 
a) Form      b) item    c) Alert   d) ticker 

 
4. A ------- is front-end software that contains the logic to handle a sizable amount of data processing for the 

system.           [ ] 
a) thick client     b) thin client     c) both  a & b d) none 
 

5. The CLDC is designed for --------- bit small computing devices.    [ ] 
a) 16-bit       b) 32-bit    c)  both  a &b  d) none 
 

6. How many J2ME profile are there.        [ ] 
a) 4     b) 5    c) 6        d) 7 
 

7. Which is necessary to run Mobile Information Device      [ ] 
 a) 128 kilobytes (KB) of nonvolatile memory  b) 128 kilobytes (KB) of  volatile memory 

c)  32KB of volatile memory    d) 32KB of nonvolatile memory 
  

8. Which MIDP class is used to store data in small computing devices?   [ ] 
a) RecordComparator                b) RecordFilter        c) RecordStore      d) none  
 

9. The RMI profile is meant to be used with       [ ] 
a) CLDC and MIDP      b) CDC and Foundation    c) Both A and B    d) none 
 

10. Which one of the following methods of the MIDlet abstract class must be implemented by a midlet    
             [ ] 

a) initApp, statApp     b) startApp, destroyApp 
c)  startApp,pauseApp, destroyApp  d) initApp,startApp,pauseApp, destroyApp 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. ------------- Method is used to set the date in DateField class.  
 
12. -------------- method is used to draw a line on the canvas 
 
13. A-----------is a rectangular piece of an image defined by two sets of coordinates. 
 
14. A ……………………is front-end software that depends on back-end software for much of the system 

processing.  
 
15. CDC devices use a  ------------ bit architecture.  
 
16. The Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) is uses   ----------- Configuration.  
 
17. Acronym for  CLDC……………….. 
 
18. The PDA Profile is based on------------ 
 
19. In MIDP, the maximum length of a record store name is------------- 
 
20. ---------------- classes is used to create animated progress bar 
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